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Physical Activity !

Physical activity in the classroom not only provides opportunities for 
promoting leadership, but also increases the brain’s ability to learn.

From a behavioral perspective, the same antidepressant-like
effects associated with "runner's high" found in humans is associated 
with a drop in stress hormones. A study from Stockholm showed that 
the antidepressant effect of running was also associated with more cell 

growth in the hippocampus, an area of the brain responsible for 
learning and memory.

Extracted and paraphrased from Brain HQ, “Post It Science”



Sleep and Physical Activity!

❖  Rest is important.
❖  Exercise During Learning Time: Why 

Do It?
❖  The health benefits of regular, 

moderate exercise have been extolled 
for decades, so it should not come as a 
surprise that exercise can also affect 
behavior and learning. A study from 
2007 found that 40 minutes a day of 
exercise improved executive function 
in children. And a brisk, 10-minute 
walk has been shown to have a more 
lasting energizing effect than a cup of 
coffee.   By Phil Nast, retired middle school teacher and freelance writer for the NEA



Zombies At Work… !

❖ Have you seen 
this before?



Ever Wonder? !

❖ No wonder 
there is sleep 
deprivation!



Leadership In The Classroom!

❖  Many practitioners believe that “leadership in the 
classroom” belongs only to the teacher.  The student is to 
be taught and, hence, to learn.

❖  The teacher will stand and deliver day after day and will 
pour that information into the young, thirsty minds of 
children.

❖  If [and when] a child displays negative behaviors, the 
teacher places the responsibility for “change” on the child 
and will do “whatever it takes” to make the child conform.



Behavior Modification?!



Let’s Change That Thinking!

❖  The teacher IS the ultimate leader in the classroom, but 
must be willing to share in that enormous 
responsibility.

❖  Sharing leadership in the classroom is difficult without 
a purpose, direction and tools.

❖  Children will perform with greater quality when they 
feel that they are truly a part of the culture and have an 
important role in the process of change.



Purpose!

❖  The purpose of this workshop is to explore the many 
possibilities open to us to promote leadership among 
students and, thus, create a culture of kindness and 
respect.

❖  We will examine and discuss the importance of 
empowering students to lead and give them 
“permission” to use their voices to evoke and impact 
the change process.



Leadership and Learning !

❖  “Leadership and learning are indispensable to each 
other.”

❖  John F. Kennedy



Can We Teach Leadership? !

❖  ABSOLUTELY, ABSOLUTELY, ABSOLUTELY!

❖  Leadership in the classroom cannot be taught [only] 
through lecture; the content must be experienced.

❖  Each child must be provided the opportunity to become a 
contributing member of the classroom culture through 
leadership activities.



Providing the opportunity to show 
LEADERSHIP SKILLS!

❖  “Now, let’s take a funny picture Kids…make a funny 
face.”





Be Willing To Take A RISK!!

❖  “If your actions inspire others to dream more, learn 
more, do more and become more, you are a leader”

❖  John Quincy Adams



Defining Leadership!

❖  It seems to be very difficult to actually define leadership 
without giving examples or by speaking of failures 
because of the lack of leadership.

❖  Leadership in the classroom consists of behaviors that 
allow each individual to emerge as a learner and a 
contributing member of the culture.  

❖  Let us explore several methods to empower students to 
become leaders and positive contributors to their 
culture.



LEADERSHIP!



Team-building!

❖  “The basic building block of good team-building is for a 
leader to promote the feeling that every human being is 
unique and adds value.” "
Anonymous



Build A Team !
❖  This activity is excellent for engaging each student in the adventure of team decision making. During 

this activity, students will have to agree and reach a mutual consensus several times before the activity 
is completed.  This activity may also become a fine teaching opportunity to discuss the effects of peer 
pressure.

❖  Equipment needed: None

❖  Directions:  Divide your students into a minimum of three teams.  Each team is asked to identify 
themselves with a team cheer and a movement.  The entire team must agree.

❖  Procedure:  Each team will show it’s team identity several times so the other teams may learn the 
identity of others.  The teacher will ask all teams to join in as the cheers are performed.  The teacher will 
then ask, “If you are given the opportunity to change your cheer to one you have seen, which one do 
you think the others will choose?”  At this point, the individual teams must collaborate and decide on 
which cheer to change to [or not].  Continue with this procedure several times.  The result is [usually] 
that one cheer is chosen as the favorite of the entire class.

❖  Objective:  To provide opportunities for students to embrace and become a part of the change process.

❖  Metaphor:



Unity!

❖  “Build for your team a feeling of oneness, of 
dependence on one another and of strength to be 
derived by unity.”

❖  Vince Lombardi



Levitating Circle!

❖  This activity is an excellent example of providing opportunities for students to become an 
integral and viable part of successes in leadership.

❖  Equipment needed:  Lightweight circle [thin hula hoop for example.  A thin dowel may also be 
used].

❖  Directions:  Divide the class to have a a minimum of six students at each circle. Begin by 
directing the students to maintain contact with the circle at all times with the circle resting on 
both index fingers.

❖  Procedure:  The activity will begin when each student has placed the circle on his/her index 
fingers and the circle is at the height of the shortest person’s shoulders.

❖  Objective:  The group must lower the circle to the floor without losing “finger/circle” contact.

❖  Metaphor:  



Wrist Rope Tango!
❖  This activity lends itself to looking deeper into how we often seek a solution before we 

actually have identified the problem.

❖  Equipment needed:  one set of rope “wrist cuffs” for each student.

❖  Directions: Divide you class into partners.  Each student is given a “wrist cuff”.  One 
student will place the “cuffs” on both of his/her wrists while the other student loops 
his/her “cuff” over the partner’s rope and secures his/her wrists in the “cuffs”.

❖  Procedure:  Instruct the partners to become separated from each other without 
removing the “cuff” from the wrists.

❖  Objective:  For each student to realize the importance of identifying the problem before 
“jumping” for the solution.

❖  Metaphor:



The Team !

❖  “A group becomes a team when each member is sure 
enough of himself and his contribution to praise the 
skill of the others.” "
Norman S Hidle



Magic Mystery Maze!
❖  This activity is the ultimate in developing the group teaming process.  Each student will experience 

success and failure while being encouraged and praised by the entire class.  Success is accomplished 
when each student completes the magic mystery maze!

❖  Equipment needed:  25 colored rings [colored paper may be used].

❖  Directions:  Lay out the 25 colored rings using rows of five [random colors].  Choose a sequence of 
“correct” rings to step in to reach the opposite side.  The correct sequence is known only to the 
facilitator. The students will be given the following directions:  You may choose a ring from the first row 
of five. If your choice is correct, you may continue on to select another.  The choices may be forward, 
sideward, or diagonal, but will never skip over a row, go backward or repeat the same circle twice. If 
your choice is incorrect, you must move from the maze and another classmate will start at the 
beginning.

❖  Procedure:  Each student will be given the opportunity to solve the sequence of the maze.  The students 
may “coach” each other to remember the correct choices and to encourage the next selection.

❖  Objective: To engage each student in the adventure of choice, decision making, peer pressure, team 
consensus, success and failure.

❖  Metaphor:



Nail Balance!

❖  This problem solving activity helps students experience the world of linear and non-linear 
thinking.  When a student is asked to balance as many nails as possible on the single nail head, 
the linear thinker may be satisfied with one, while the non-linear thinker believes that there is a 
method to balance more.

❖  Equipment needed:  Several wooden bases with a single nail inserted perpendicular.  At least 20 
nails for each base.

❖  Directions: Divide the class into groups of 2, 3 or 4 students. Give each group one nail base and 
20+ nails.

❖  Procedure: Ask the students to balance as many nails as possible on the single nail head.  Instruct 
that the nails may not touch or be supported by anything more than the single nail head.

❖  Objective: To encourage each student to take risks and go beyond the obvious of balancing just 
one nail.

❖  Metaphor:  



Respect!

❖  “This world of ours... must avoid becoming a 
community of dreadful fear and hate, and be, instead, a 
proud confederation of mutual trust and respect.”

❖  Dwight D. Eisenhower



Respect and Understanding !

❖  Respect is a term that is difficult to define without using 
examples or using the word itself.  We should always 
appreciate and accept people for who they are rather 
than for what we might think they should be.

❖  The role of the teacher must always be to develop 
relationships that render opportunities for 
understanding, acceptance, appreciation and, then, 
respect.



The Mask!

❖  This activity provides opportunity for children to express their inner or “hidden” 
feelings.  However, it is not recommended to use this particular activity until the 
classroom becomes a culture of trust and acceptance.

❖  Equipment needed:  Colored pencils or crayons, large piece of paper for each 
student, and scissors.

❖  Directions: Give each student a large piece of paper, one pair of scissors and a supply 
of colored pencils.  Instruct that each student is to make a two sided mask with one 
side showing what others see on the outside and the opposite side of the paper 
showing what people don’t see of them on the inside.

❖  Objective:  Opens discussion about feelings and creates avenues for personal change. 
This activity provides opportunity for acceptance and understanding of others. 

❖  Thoughts:



Who We Really Are !

❖  “…Most people love you for who you pretend to be. To 
keep their love, you keep pretending - performing. You 
get to love your pretense. It's true, we're locked in an 
image, an act - and the sad thing is, people get so used to 
their image, they grow attached to their masks. They love 
their chains. They forget all about who they really are. 
And if you try to remind them, they hate you for it, they 
feel like you're trying to steal their most precious 
possession.” 

❖  ― Jim Morrison



Closure !

❖  Snow Flake


